Abstract. Health Canada, the US Food and Drug Administration, as well as the European Medicines Agency consider sequential designs acceptable for bioequivalence studies as long as the type I error is controlled at 5%. The EU guideline explicitly asks for specification of stopping rules, so the goal of this work is to investigate how stopping rules may affect type I errors and power for recently published sequential bioequivalence trial designs. Using extensive trial simulations, five different futility rules were evaluated for their effect on type I error rates and power in two-stage scenarios. Under some circumstances, notably low sample size in stage 1 and/or high variability power may be very severely affected by the stopping rules, whereas type I error rates appear less affected. Because applicants may initiate sequential studies when the variability is not known in advance, achieving sufficient power and thereby complying with certain guideline requirements may be challenging and application of optimistic futility rules could possibly be unethical. This is the first work to investigate how futility rules affect type I errors and power in sequential bioequivalence trials.
INTRODUCTION
The most common design in bioequivalence trials involves two treatments (test and reference), crossover with two sequences (test-reference or reference-test), and two periods. Blood samples are taken at regular intervals to quantify the maximum concentration (Cmax) and the area under the concentration-time curve (AUC) by noncompartmental methods. The evaluation involves construction of a 90% confidence interval for the test/ reference ratio (T/R). The general success criterion is that the 90% confidence interval must lie within 0.80-1.25. This approach corresponds to a maximum tolerable type I error rate of 5% (regulator's risk or patient's risk).
The power of such a trial depends on the sample size, the intrasubject coefficient of variation, and the test/reference ratio. 1-power is referred to as the applicant's risk, i.e., the risk of not showing bioequivalence. To calculate power, one needs to know or estimate the true performance of the test product versus the reference product in terms of AUC and Cmax, and the associated variability (coefficient of variation; CV). In some cases, applicants can estimate variability figures through literature studies and perform dissolution tests to estimate T/R for solid dosage forms, but in other cases, the performance of the test and reference products may not be known, and this can make it difficult to power a traditional trial adequately. Potvin and co-workers investigated by means of simulation studies how sequential designs can be implemented in such situations under assumed test/reference ratios of 0.95; they initially published three methods. They involve evaluation in a limited number of subjects followed-if necessary-by inclusion of additional subjects and final evaluation. For method B, there is an initial evaluation of bioequivalence; if the bioequivalence criterion is met at alpha=0.0294, the products are deemed bioequivalent; otherwise, one tests if the power was 80% or more. If it was, then we stop without concluding bioequivalence. If power was below 80%, we include more subjects for a desired power goal of 80% and evaluate bioequivalence at alpha=0.0294. For method C, we first evaluate power at stage 1; if the power is 80% or better, we test for bioequivalence and pass or fail at stage 1 using alpha=0.05. Otherwise, we test for bioequivalence at alpha= 0.0294. If the test fails, we include new subjects for a power goal of 80% and test for bioequivalence using alpha=0.0294 (method C) or alpha=0.280 (method D).
The methods apply the observed CV from stage 1 in the calculation of sample size in stage 2, but they do not use the observed T/R for calculation of the final sample size. Instead, an assumed value (constant) for T/R is used. Under the tested circumstances with assumed T/R=0.95, methods B and C generally performed equally. However, in some cases, method B was more conservative in terms of type 1 error rates, and method C presented slightly better power and smaller average total sample sizes. Later, Montague et al. (2) evaluated these methods when the test/reference ratio is 0.90.
Electronic supplementary material
The online version of this article (doi:10.1208/s12248-013-9540-0) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. Two-stage approaches seem to be acceptable for regulatory submissions in USA, Canada, and Europe. In Europe, the 2010 regulatory guidance for bioequivalence trials states the following:
It is acceptable to use a two-stage approach when attempting to demonstrate bioequivalence. An initial group of subjects can be treated and their data analyzed. If bioequivalence has not been demonstrated, an additional group can be recruited and the results from both groups combined in a final analysis. If this approach is adopted, appropriate steps must be taken to preserve the overall type I error of the experiment and the stopping criteria should be clearly defined prior to the study (3) . Emphasis by the author.
Potvin's and Montague's works did not involve such stopping criteria or futility rules as the authors call them. This is when Sponsor's will not be willing to conduct a second stage; this would typically be due to high sample size. Potvin et al. also point out that this matter deserves further attention. The purpose of this work is therefore to investigate how Potvin's methods perform in terms of power and type I error rates when stopping criteria are applied. Potvin recommended methods B and C when the test/reference ratio is 0.95, while the subsequent work by Montague et al. identified method D as the preferable method when the test/ reference ratio is 0.90 (2). Accordingly, in this work, I will investigate the performance of methods B and C in conjunction with stopping criteria at test/reference ratios of 0.95, and I will investigate the performance of method D when the test/reference ratio is 0.90 in conjunction with stopping criteria.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Software and Simulations
The methods invented by Potvin et al. 2) and their results can be reproduced. The software was written so as to allow expansion of Potvin's methods with a stopping criterion using a cap on maximal sample sizes. The Mersenne Twister algorithm was used for random number generation due to its long period, and a Box-Muller transform was used to derive Gaussian numbers.
In line with the previous publications (1,2), 1,000,000 trials were simulated per scenario.
There are many ways to implement a stopping criterion. One could work with a fixed maximum sample size across all scenarios, but since applicants are free to choose a starting sample size (sample size at stage 1, N 1 ), it might also be desirable to define stopping criteria that scale with N 1 itself. Here, I investigate stopping criteria defined as scenarios where the total sample size cannot exceed 2×, 3×, or 4× the sample size at stage 1, and I also investigate fixed maximum sample sizes of 60 and 80, respectively. There are definitely additional ways of implementing stopping criteria; such other stopping schemes fall outside the scope of this work.
RESULTS
This study involves simulation of 576,000,000 trials scenarios for methods B/C/D at various T/R levels, CVlevels, and values of N 1 . The supplementary material, which is available online, summarizes all of them with type I error rates, power, average sample sizes, and their fractiles (5th, 50th, 95th). It is not desirable to present all the generated data in tables here. Figure 1 shows power and type 1 error rates for method B at T/R=0.95 for CV= 0.2 and CV = 0.4, respectively. Figure 2 shows the corresponding graphs for method C. Figure 3 shows the corresponding graphs for method D where T/R is controlled at 0.90.
It can be seen with these examples that type I error rates do not suffer from the futility rules applied here, but p o w e r m a y b e v e r y n e g a t i v e l y a f f e c t e d . T h e supplementary material (accessible online) shows the results for all the scenarios. 
These tables also give information about the sample size fractiles and averages. When reading these tables, it can be mentioned that at one 1,000,000 simulations, the type I error rate can be considered statistically significantly inflated at or above 0.0513, while Potvin et al. used 0.052 to signify a clinically relevant inflation (1) .
An important conclusion to draw from these tables is that methods B and C perform rather equally when futility criteria are applied. Their performance was also quite similar in the absence of futility criteria (1) . Differences between methods B and C are most visible when we look at high initial sample size and low variability. It is worth noting that an increase from CV=0.2 to 0.4, however modest it may sound, can in some cases diminish power to extremely low levels (see, e.g., Fig. 1 left pane) .
DISCUSSION
Some general inferences can be made from these results as follows:
1. The type I error rates do not generally suffer from the stopping criteria. 2. Power may suffer very considerably from stopping criteria;
for example, at N 1 =12 and CV=0.3, power in methods B and C drops below 30% when the stopping criterion is that the total sample size cannot exceed 3× the stage 1 sample size (N max =36). Without a stopping criterion, the power is above 78% (Ref. 1 and own simulations). 3. Methods B and C generally perform rather equally in terms of power. In terms of type I errors, method B was more conservative for CVs of 10 to 30%. The methods did not significantly exceed the goal post of 0.05.
Since the stopping criteria implemented here seem to mainly affect power rather than the overall alpha level, it can be concluded that the requirement to specify stopping criteria mainly imply a risk to sponsor/applicants rather than to patients. Thus, the stopping criteria implemented here appear generally safe.
Assuming that power should not be too much below 0.8, we can see that a sample size of N 1 =12 does not seem to be a good idea if there is a chance that the true variability exceeds approximately 20%. In this regard, it should be noted that variability in practice is not only depending on biology and the active pharmaceutical ingredient but also on factors such as bioanalytical precision and accuracy. Furthermore, if we 
